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Oxford University Press, USA, United States, 2016. Hardback.
Book Condition: New. 218 x 145 mm. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This history by celebrated Africanist David
Birmingham begins in 1820 with the Portuguese attempt to
create a third, African, empire after the virtual loss of Asia and
America. In the nineteenth century the most valuable resource
extracted from Angola was agricultural labor, first as privately
owned slaves and later as conscript workers. The colony was
managed by a few marine officers, by several hundred white
political convicts, and by a couple of thousand black Angolans
who had adopted Portuguese language and culture. The hub
was the harbor city of Luanda which grew in the twentieth
century to be a dynamic metropolis of several million people.
The export of labor was gradually replaced when an agrarian
revolution enabled white Portuguese immigrants to drive black
Angolan laborers to produce sugar cane, cotton, maize and
above all coffee. During the twentieth century Congo copper
supplemented this wealth, by gem-quality diamonds, and by
offshore oil. Although much of the countryside retained its
dollar-a-day peasant economy, new wealth generated conflict
which pitted white against black, north against south, coast
against highland, American allies against...
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These kinds of publication is the ideal pdf o ered. It generally is not going to expense too much. I am just delighted to
let you know that this is actually the very best book i have go through inside my very own life and might be he finest
ebook for ever.
-- Ma belle Schoen-- Ma belle Schoen

Great e book and beneficial one. It is amongst the most awesome pdf i actually have read through. You wont feel
monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Dor othy Da ug her ty-- Dor othy Da ug her ty
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